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Abstract

We show that the polarization of the Twitter discussions
around the fraud claims in the US presidential election is ev-
ident without considering tweet content other than URLs. In
addition, we show that YouTube is connecting the two com-
munities identified solely by structural community detection,
thus being in the rare position of bringing together both right
and left-leaning users. This enviable position could be used
by YouTube video recommendation algorithms to alleviate
some of the polarization in the society.

Introduction
Twitter plays a pivotal role in the US political discourse.
Politicians, parties, media and the general public use Twit-
ter as a medium to promote/demote their own or opposite
parties, to conduct debates, and to interact with other voters.
This de facto communication and engagement medium is
thus the ideal place for spreading misinformation and polit-
ical propaganda (Grinberg et al. 2019; Jasny and Rai 2019).
Researchers have shown evidence of the correlation of ma-
jor political/social events such as the 2016 U.S. presidential
election (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017), Brexit (Bastos and
Mercea 2019), and Covid-19 (Calvillo et al. 2020) with the
diffusion of fake news.

Users’ partisan behavior and confirmation biases are key
factors in the spreading of misinformation. Selective ex-
posure to contents from social media facilitate the forma-
tion of echo chambers. Many studies have shown the ex-
istence of polarization in Twitter. An early study on Twit-
ter (Conover et al. 2011) shows that the retweet network
exhibits a highly modular structure, separating users into
two communities corresponding to the political left and right
leaning. Most of the existing studies on Twitter polarization
are centered on structural patterns of user activities such as
tweet, retweet, mention, hashtags. Studies are also done on
follower/followed network, tweeting behavior, and message
content (Garimella and Weber 2017).

With all this previous evidence of the polarization on
Twitter, we expect that another political situation, namely
the claims of election fraud in the 2020 US presidential elec-
tion, will show clear signs of polarization on Twitter. In this
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paper we investigate how polarization is reflected in the shar-
ing of news media domains on Twitter. We use a publicly
available Twitter dataset (Abilov et al. 2021) on 2020 U.S.
presidential election voter fraud claims. We start by deriving
a domain co-sharing network and label them based on the
political bias of these websites, as reported by Media Bias
Fact Check. We show that the polarization of user engage-
ment is evident in the structure of the domain co-sharing net-
work. We also investigate the dominant websites that drive
conversation in each polarized communities. We then report
the major domains that connect the polarized communities.

Related Work
Previous studies have presented evidence of the level of
overall exposure to fake news in the 2016 US presiden-
tial election (Allcott and Gentzkow 2017; Bovet and Makse
2019; Grinberg et al. 2019). Many recent studies focused
on misinformation and fake news in Twitter (Del Vicario
et al. 2017; Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral 2018; Shao et al.
2018) as well as other online social media platform such as
YouTube (Hussain et al. 2018; Lemos, Bitencourt, and dos
Santos 2020), Facebook (Guess, Nagler, and Tucker 2019;
Geeng, Yee, and Roesner 2020), or Reddit (Carman et al.
2018; Setty and Rekve 2020).

The spreading of misinformation and fake news is inter-
connected to the emergence of polarization and filter bubbles
in social media. Zollo and Quattrociocchi (Zollo and Quat-
trociocchi 2018) show that online users connect to polarized
communities by sharing common opinions and try to obtain
information from sources that confirm their beliefs (confir-
mation bias) even if they contain false claims or fake news.
The bias in online media and cable television news increases
polarization (Martin and Yurukoglu 2017), which in turn af-
fects the voting behavior and the taste of like minded news.
Bail et al. (Bail et al. 2018) showed that polarization in social
media can exacerbate with exposure to those with opposing
political views.

Most studies on the polarization in Twitter analyzed
topological structures of networks such as tweet, retweet,
mentions network, and or analyzed the content of tweets.
Adamic and Glance (Adamic and Glance 2005) studied the
linking patterns among the discussion topics of political
bloggers. Conover et al. (Conover et al. 2011) demonstrated
that a network of political retweets exhibits a highly polar-



ized structure, with extremely limited connectivity between
left- and right-leaning Twitter users.

Most of the existing studies showed the evidence of po-
larization on Twitter by mainly focusing on the structural
patterns of networks built from tweets, retweets, reply or
mentions, and analyzing the content of tweets (Yang et al.
2017). They often make use of vast metadata from the Twit-
ter API such as user details, geography, or follower/followee
networks. In this work, we only use the domains of the URLs
shared by Twitter users related to the voter fraud claims
in the 2020 US presidential election. We show that even
by only considering the website domains from a Twitter
dataset (Abilov et al. 2021), polarization is evident.

Dataset
Our dataset is derived from the publicly available Voter-
Fraud2020 dataset (Abilov et al. 2021), a multi-modal Twit-
ter dataset collected between between October 23rd and De-
cember 16th, 2020 and related to voter fraud claims about
the US 2020 Presidential election. We used hydration to re-
trieve tweet data for the tweet identifiers provided in the
dataset. From the hydrated data, we collected the URLs
shared in tweets. We extracted the domains from the URLs.
We removed the domain ’twitter.com’ from the dataset, as
such inclusions typically indicate quoted tweets.

We obtained 15,637 domains tweeted by 202,827 distinct
users. We created an undirected domain network, where do-
mains are nodes and an edge between two domains exists
if a user tweeted both domains during our observation pe-
riod (not necessarily in the same tweet). Edges are weighted
with the number of users who tweeted the given pair of web-
site domains. In this network, 8,352 nodes are isolates, that
means the users who shared these domains have not shared
any other urls/domains. We removed these isolated domains
from the network. The final network contains 7,285 nodes
and 207,194 edges. Figure 1 is a visualization of the do-
main network. This network of websites is structurally di-
vided into many communities.

We label the domains based on their media bias and cred-
ibility using publicly available sources such as Media Bias
Fact Check (MBFC) and iffy.news. We label 1,522 nodes
as non-credible (nc), least bias (cr), left bias (lb), left cen-
ter (lc), right bias (rb) and right center (rc). The remaining
nodes are labeled as unknown (un). Around 78% domains
are marked as unknown.

We removed the edges with weight 1 to focus only on the
pairs of websites shared by two users or more. We consider
an edge significant only if multiple users share the same do-
main pairs. The resulting network contains 2,607 nodes and
60,964 edges, of which 1,665 are unknown. We run the Lou-
vain community detection algorithm (Blondel et al. 2008) on
the reduced network and obtained 13 communities, of which
the two largest contain 98.7% of the nodes (Figure 2), with
1,693 and 880 nodes, respectively.

Observations
Our first investigation is to understand if the structure of the
website co-sharing network can reveal the polarization of the

Figure 1: Visualization of domain network.

users engaged in the discussion of the alleged fraud, with-
out any other information about the tweets. Intuitively, users
who believe in the fraud election narratives would share
URLs who support their beliefs; these websites will consis-
tently share the same views via different articles they host.
But how much of this intuition is supported by data? For
this, we look at the distribution of labels as applied by Me-
dia Bias to the websites in the two clusters. Table 1 shows
the node distribution based on labels. The percentage from
the total labeled nodes is given within parenthesis.

Figure 2: Visualization of communities in the domain net-
work after running the Louvain community detection.

The table shows that in Community 1 there is a larger
percentage of non credible websites: 18% vs 1% of the la-
beled nodes are non credible. In the end, after many in-
vestigations and vote recounts, no proof of significant elec-
tion fraud was discovered. The fact that the non-credible
sources were shared more heavily in one community discov-
ered based on classic community detection algorithm sug-
gests the polarization of the Twitter user community en-
gaged in this conversations. Moreover, Community 1 con-



Labels Community 1 Community 2
Unknown 71.18 48.75
Non Credible 5.43 (18.85) 0.68 (1.33)
Least Bias 5.79 (20.08) 14.88 (29.04)
Right Bias 14.12 (48.86) 0.79 (1.55)
Right Center 1.65 (5.74) 4.89 (9.53)
Left Bias 0.59 (2.05) 11.13 (21.73)
Left Center 1.24 (4.3) 18.86 (36.81)

Table 1: Node distribution in Community 1 and Commu-
nity 2 based on news site labels applied by Media Bias
Fact Check and iffy.news. The numerical values represent
the percentage of nodes for each label in each community.
The numbers in parentheses show the percentage of labeled
nodes in the community when unknown nodes are ignored.

tains a very low percentage of left-leaning websites (6.35%
of the labeled nodes), while Community 2 contains a low
percentage of right leaning websites (about 11% of the la-
beled nodes), which suggests that the first community is
right leaning (about 54.6% of the nodes are labeled right bias
or right-leaning) while community 2 is left-leaning (with
58.5% nodes).

For further clarity about these two communities we plot
in Figure 3 the edge distribution between sites of different
labels. Figures 3 (a) to (c) show the edge distribution based
on the number of edges between domains (thus, ignoring
the edge weights). Community 1 contains a large propor-
tion of connections between right bias and unknown nodes
(39%). 18% of edges connect right-bias to right-bias do-
mains. Similarly, we see strong connections between left-
bias, left-center, least-bias and unknown in Community 2.
16.45% of edges are between unknown and left center do-
mains. The edge between left-center and left-center and left-
bias account for 13% and 15%, respectively.

When we consider the edge weights as well, thus the
number of times two websites appeared in users’ history
of tweeting about the election fraud claims, we see a sim-
ilar story of right leaning pairs and left leaning pairs sep-
arated into two communities. Figure 3 (d) to (f) show the
edge distribution based on edge weights between domains
in each community. In Community 1, 31% of edge weights
are distributed among right-bias – right-bias pairs. 29% edge
weight are among right-bias and unknown pairs. On the
other hand, 23% of edge weights in Community 2 are be-
tween left-bias and left-center domains. 20% edge weight
are left-center domains.

Based on these observations, we conclude that the Lou-
vain community detection algorithm applied to the website
co-sharing network ended up clustering websites by political
leaning despite the fact that it only used the network topol-
ogy. This is due to the biased views of the Twitter users who
chose to promote the websites that best reflect their own be-
liefs with little concern to source credibility or reputation.

The next question we investigate is which websites are
the drivers of conversation in each community. Table 2
shows the top five websites shared on each side. On the
right side, thegatewaypundit.com is the node with

the highest weighted degree in the website network, fol-
lowed by the known drivers of the right bias media, such as
breitbart.com and newsmax.com. YouTube also ap-
pears prominently in this group but because it is a platform
for content creators, it does not have an assigned bias cat-
egory. In Community 1 YouTube mostly connects to right
bias domains (52% of its connections). We also note that
the highest connection of YouTube is towards other hubs in
the community. Note that four out of the five websites have
a ”right-bias” label applied. In contrast, in the left-leaning
community, the top shared domains are not all towards the
left: two labels are ”left-bias” (for CNN and Raw Story),
two ”left-center” (Washington Post and New York Times)
and one labeled as ”least bias” (Associated Press).

We next ask: how well connected are the two communi-
ties and which are the websites that connect the two sides?
Intuitively, we would expect web sites classified as towards
the center (left-center, right-center, least bias) to be the
connectors of the two clusters. 11% of edge weights are
distributed in cross-community. Table 2 shows that YouTube
is the top connector of the two clusters. As discussed earlier,
YouTube is also one of the top hub in the Community 1.
Figure 5 shows the edge weight distribution of YouTube in
Community 1 and cross community. 43% of edge weight
from YouTube to Community 2 goes towards left-center
domains and 17% towards left-bias. In Community 1, 52%
of Youtube’s edges are towards right-bias domains and 27%
towards unknown. An interesting finding about YouTube in
this network is that, in its community, YouTube is mostly
connected to low credible right leaning websites such as
thegatewaypundit.com, theepochtimes.com,
breitbart.com or rumble.com. On the other hand,
it connects to mainstream least/left-bias media sources
such as CNN, Washington Post, New York Times, or The
Guardian.

Figure 4 shows how the highest degree nodes from the
cross-community group of websites connect to the other
community. The second highest hub that connects the two
communities is Fox News, listed as right-bias by Media
Bias, and part of the Community 1 in our analysis. 45%
of the Community 2 domains co-shared with Fox News
are left-center domains and 17% are left-bias. For compar-
ison, thehill.com, which is labeled as a least-bias do-
main, has 53% of its connections to the opposite commu-
nity labeled as right-bias domains and 25% as unknown do-
mains. Similarly, newsweek.com, a left-center domain,
has 50% of its cross community edges connecting to right-
bias domains and 27% towards unknown. Figure 4 shows
that left leaning cross community hubs thehill.com and
newsweek.com are mostly connected to the right-bias
domains, whereas right-leaning hubs foxnews.com and
thegatewaypundit.com mostly connect to left-center
websites in the other community. Figure 3 (f) shows that
22% of cross community edge weights are between right-
bias and left-center. 14% weights are distributed among left-
center and unknown domains. In short, right-bias nodes from
Community 1 are the main connectors of the two clusters
while the left-center nodes are the main connectors from
Community 2. Even if a left-center or least-bias domain is



(a) Community 1 (b) Community 2 (c) Cross community

(d) Community 1 (e) Community 2 (f) Cross community

Figure 3: Heatmap showing the edge distribution of labels in each community. (a) to (c) show edge distribution based on unique
connection between domains. (d) to (f) show edge distribution based on edge weight.

Community 1 Community 2 Cross community
Domain Label Domain Label Domain Label
thegatewaypundit.com rb washingtonpost.com lc youtube.com un
youtube.com un cnn.com lb foxnews.com rb
breitbart.com rb nytimes.com lc thehill.com cr
theepochtimes.com rb rawstory.com lb newsweek.com lc
newsmax.com rb apnews.com cr thegatewaypundit.com rb

Table 2: Top 5 hubs in the communities based on popularity. The table shows the hubs and its label in each community. Cross
community means the nodes and edges that connect the Community 1 and the Community 2.

(a) Left-leaning cross-community hubs (b) Right-leaning cross community hubs

Figure 4: Stacked bar plot showing the percentage of connections to the opposite community of the two top hubs from each
community. (a) Percentage of connections of the top two left leaning (Community 2) hubs towards the Community 1. (b)
Percentage of connections of the top two right leaning (Community 1) hubs towards the Community 2.

a cross community hub, more than half of its connections go
towards right-bias domains.

To conclude, our expectation was that the center bias
websites (left-center, right-center or least bias) would form
the majority of cross-community edges. Our analysis shows
that, surprisingly, right bias websites are the main connec-

tors to the other group. This is not only true for the most
popular websites (top hubs), but over all websites engaged
in cross edges, as shown by the correlation between right
bias and left-center nodes in Figure 3 (f).



Figure 5: Edge weight distribution of Youtube to other la-
beled nodes in Community 1 and cross-community

Summary and Discussions
This paper investigates the possibility of finding polarized
communities in Twitter from the domains of URLs shared
in the tweet, without any other information about the tweet.
We create the domain network from the publicly available
Twitter data on 2020 U.S. presidential election voter fraud
claims. Our main focus is to find whether the structure of
the website co-sharing network shows sign of polarization
among the users who engaged in the voter fraud claims dis-
cussions. We have confirmed that there is polarization in the
Twitter dataset by only considering URLs from the origi-
nal tweets. The Louvain community detection algorithm ap-
plied to the network creates two large communities. These
communities show a dominant political leaning based on the
websites’ political bias.

The results show that in the right-leaning commu-
nity most hubs (such as thegatewaypundit.com,
theepochtimes.com, and breitbart.com) are low
credible, as classified by Media Bias Fact Check. These
websites were found in promotion of conspiracies and nu-
merous instances of publishing false (fake) news. YouTube
also appears predominantly in this group. The other commu-
nity forms around left-leaning mainstream media as hubs.

We also investigated how well the two communities are
connected and which are the websites that most often con-
nects the two sides, that is, appear most often in the tweets
of users who also tweet the other side. Around 11% of the
edges in our domain network are between the two commu-
nities. YouTube is the top connector, and while it is assigned
to the right-leaning community, it mostly connects to left-
leaning mainstream media. We see that the most connections
between the two political leaning communities are via right-
bias websites and left-center websites.

This work opens up new research questions related to re-
liable user assignment to political leanings. Is it possible
that the domain network as constructed in this work can
help assign more reliable labels to Twitter users, especially
when the users are hard to classify as right- or left-leaning
based on the content of their Twitter activity? Further re-
search is also needed to find the role of YouTube in polar-

ization. Considering the important position of YouTube in
the network we study and in the social media landscape, can
YouTube contribute to a more civil and less polarized online
discourse?
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